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Abstract
Culik 11, K . and S
. Dube, Rational and affine expressions for image description, Discrete Applied
Mathematics 41 (1993) 85-120 .
In this paper, the representation, generation and inference of images using automata-theoretic tech-
niques is investigated . It is shown that highly complex images, including "fractal" (self-similar) images,
can be manipulated by the application of these techniques
. Languages and relations over sonic alphabet
are interpreted as images by treating strings as rational coordinates . In particular rational relations,
specified by rational expressions, are considered . It is shown how texture of an image can be defined by
probabilistic finite generators. Affine expressions are introduced as a generalization of both rational
expressions and the IFS method to define images . Finally . Iwo efficient methods to implement rational
expressions are presented .
1 . Introduction
In the recent ten years tremendous progress has been achieved in the study of
chaos or more precisely of complex systems [11]. It gave new understanding of
complex behavior in the most diverse areas, from fluctuation of a laser, animal
population growth, fibrillations of the human heart leading to a heart attack, to
fluctuation of commodity prices .
An important aspect of this new science is a new geometry, usually called fractal
geometry . The relation of fractal geometry to classical geometry is similar to the
relation of classical physics, which handles primarily phenomena described by linear
differential equations, to the new "chaos" physics . "Chaos" physics studies
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complex phenomena, mathematically described by nonlinear differential equations,
like the flow of gases . Classical geometry handles well "man-made" objects like
polygons, circles, etc. The new "fractal" geometry should handle well all the
classical objects as well as those of fractal (recurrent) type . Examples are H-trees,
Sierpinski triangles and also all natural objects like plants, trees, clouds, mountains,
etc . The study of fractal geometry was pioneered by Mandelbrot [14] and the study
of practical "computational fractal geometry" by Barnsley [1] . He introduced the
iterative function systems (IFS) that are used to define an object (an image) as the
limit (attractor) of a "chaotic process" . He has used IFS to generate exclusively
deterministic fractals . Voss et al . have considered techniques to generate random
fractals [2] . Barnsley's hyperbolic IFS [1] is specified by several affine
transformations, and the attractor is the limit of the sequence generated from an
arbitrary starting point by randomly choosing and applying these affine
transformations .
Not only can we design transformations generating interesting images, but the
Barnsley's collage theorem [1] gives the mathematical basis for automatically
infering concise IFS-description of any given image, which includes texture or color .
IFS have a potential of practical applications because they allow compression of
data and their efficient processing . For example, from an IFS-description of an im-
age it is possible to regenerate effectively not only the original image but also its
various modifications, e.g., a view from a different angle . Applications of this are
studied not only to computer graphics [3] but also to compression of videos, to
medical imaging, to high-resolution TV, etc .
Here we study automata-theoretic methods of image generation and compression .
A similar approach to represent patterns by finite automata has been independently
taken in [4,5,17] and also in [16] even if the latter approach seems apparently dif-
ferent at the first look. Our approach is more general as we have defined images
in terms of languages of infinite words, rather than finite words, but mainly because
we substantially extend these methods by considering texture (grayscale) images . Im-
ages here are sets of points in n-dimensional space (or sometimes functions on this
space specifying the level of grey or color) . Points are represented by coordinates,
i .e ., n-tuples of rational numbers . In turn, rational numbers are represented by
strings of bits usually in binary notation (e .g ., string 011 represents number 0 .011
in binary notation) . Hence, an n-tuple of strings can be interpreted as a point in the
n-dimensional space (0, 1)", and a relation
PEE*x
. .
. xE'*
n times
as a set of points, i .e., an object (image) . Similarly, an w-string is interpreted as a
real number in the interval (0, l) .
It has been known for more than twenty years that, for example, the Cantor set
(as subset of (0, 1)) can be represented in ternary notation by regular expression
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{0+2}' [10,12] . We can show how most "regular" 2-dimensional geometrical ob-
jects (both classical and fractal) can be represented by simple rational expressions .
Unlike Barnsley's IFS the rational expressions allow to build complex images from
simple ones by set and other operations . We can convert the rational expressions
into probabilistic finite generators that are used to generate images much like the
Barnsley's Chaos Game algorithm. We also have a method to automatically infer
the probabilistic generator from an arbitrary given image, which we briefly describe
here, and the details are in a forthcoming paper . This is based on the quad tree
representation of images that has already been used in computer graphics for com-
pressing data [13] and computing the Hausdorff dimension of images [17] . Hence,
much like Barnsley, we can concisely represent objects (both fractal and classical)
and regenerate them in the original or modified version .
Our representation by rational expressions or probabilistic finite generators has
some specific advantages . A number of interesting operations on images can be ex-
pressed as simple language operations . For example, zooming corresponds to quo-
tient operation. So if we want to zoom to some subarea we can, unlike Barnsley,
compute first the expression corresponding to that subarea and then use it to
generate the zoomed picture . This is even simpler in the case of the probabilistic
generator when we just restrict the first few bits to those specifying the zoomed area .
Using the automata-theoretic methods we can show a number of results about this
representation . For example, given a rational point (as an w-word) and an image
representation, it is decidable whether the point is in the image . Using the decidabili-
ty of the equivalence problem for w-languages we can decide the image equivalence
problem, i .e ., whether two rational expressions describe the same image . Using the
fact that the rational expression representing the c-neighborhood of an image can
be computed from its rational expression by finite transduction we can show that
for any given rational e > 0 and two rational expressions it is decidable whether the
image represented by them have Hausdorff distance smaller than e .
In addition to considering images as compact sets, we can define "texture" im-
ages, which are formalized in terms of probabilistic measures . A finite approxima-
tion of such a texture image on a computer screen will be a matrix of pixels which
are assigned grey tones (or colors) . Interestingly, nondeterminism is more powerful
than determinism in defining texture images .
A theoretically more powerful generalization of finite generators, called as
iterative generators, is introduced . We also consider an interesting application of ra-
tional expressions-to use them in conjunction with the well-known firing squad
synchronization problem to generate patterns on an array of processors in a syn-
chronized fashion . This constitutes a generalization of the firing squad problem in
which a regular subset of soldiers are required to fire at the same time .
Considering the practical descriptive power, our rational expressions (prob-
abilistic generators) arc incomparable with Barnsley's IFS .
We have a generalization of Barnsley's IFS called affine expressions which define
a bigger class of images of more complex geometries . Intuitively, an affine expres-
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sion generates an image based on a finite set of affine transformations that are ap-
plied in an order controlled by a regular set . Affine expressions correspond to affine
automata as well as to mutually recursive function systems [8] .
We show that rational expressions are a special case of affine expressions . This
allows one to efficiently implement rational expressions (probabilistic finite
generators) by probabilistic affine automata and probabilistic mutually recursive
function systems. This implementation does not use the bit by bit approach and
hence yields algorithms that using standard (numerically oriented) software and
hardware are almost as fast as Barnsley's .
2. Preliminaries
A language is a set of strings over some alphabet of symbols . In this paper, a
language will be over an alphabet, denoted by E, of n symbols {0, L . . ., n-- I } where
n?2. In this section, we present some of the relevant definitions .
(Binary) rational expressions are defined inductively as follows :
(1) 0 is a rational expression denoting empty set .
(2) For u, u6E*, (u, v) is a rational expression denoting the relation {(u, v)} .
(3) If p and a are rational expressions, then P+(7, oa and p* are rational expres-
sions denoting the union, concatenation of g and a, and the Klccne closure of g,
respectively .
For example, (0, O)*(l,e)*(1,1) is a rational expression denoting the relation
{(On l rn 0"I) I n?O, rn? 1} . A relation defined by a rational expression is called a
rational relation .
A generalized sequential machine (GSM) is a 6-tuple M= (Q, I, A,6, q0 , F), where
Q, E and A are the states, input alphabet and output alphabet, respectively, 6 is a
mapping from Q
X E to finite subsets of Q x A *, qb is the initial state, and
F is the
set of final states . The interpretation of (p, w) in 6(q, a) is that M in state q with
input symbol a may, as one possible choice of move, enter state p and output the
string w . The domain of the transition function 6 can be extended to Q xE* in the
straightforward manner. Let M(x), where M is a GSM as defined above, denote the
set
M(x)={ y I (p, y) is in 6(gb,x) for some p in F} .
A GSM defines a relation p c 2; * x A *,
e={(x,y) xeI * , yeM(x)} .
Regular languages are preserved under GSM mapping, i.e ., if L is a regular language
then M(L) is also regular .
A finite transducer is a generalization of GSM in which the transition function
(5 is a mapping from Qx(EU {c}) to finite subsets of Qxd* . The relations over
E defined by finite transducers are exactly the rational relations .
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In formal language theory, the computation domain is the free monoid £* over
a finite alphabet £ . This domain can be extended by adding the set of infinite strings
£'' [7,9] . Formally, £w denotes all infinite (w-length) strings a=1]; , ai, ai e£,
over £. An element a of £°' is called an w-word or w-string . An w-language is any
subset of £W . The set of both finite and infinite strings is denoted by
£°°=£*U£w . The superscript w means infinite repetition, e .g ., (00)*l w denotes
an w-set of strings which have an even number of zeroes followed by an infinite
number of consecutive ones . Later we will interpret finite strings as rational
numbers and w-strings as real numbers .
For any language L c_£*, define
Lw = {a E Z' I a=
11
xi, Vi, x1 E L} .
i-1
Therefore, Lw consists of all w-strings obtained by concatenating words from L in
an infinite sequence .
For any family 2' of languages over alphabet £, the w-Kleene closure of 2',
denoted by w-KC('), is given by
k
co-KC(M')= Lc_£w L=U VWw for some Vi , W,eY,
i=1,2, . . .,k ; k=1,2, . . . } .
If 91 is the family of regular languages, then w-KC(2') is called the family of (0-
regular languages . Note that any w-regular language can be described by an w-
regular expression of the form
R=UA-,
S,T° where S, and T, are regular expres-
sions and k? 1 [7] . In a straightforward generalization, we may define w-rational
expressions for co-rational relations .
The w-regular languages are exactly the languages accepted by the (0-finite
automata, which are defined in the following paragraph .
An (ofinite automaton (w-FA) is a 5-tuple go,F), where Q is the finite
set of states, £ is the input alphabet, 6 is a mapping from Q x £ to 2Q, qO is the in-
itial state and F is the set of final states .
An w-word is accepted by an w-FA if on reading the input co-word the w-FA
enters a final state infinitely many times. Formally, let M=(Q, £, 6, q0 , F) be an CO-
FA and let a= f1', a, E £0 be the input o)-word, where a i e £, for all i? 1 . A se-
quence of states {p i }, i=1,2, . . .,w is called a run of M on a iff p, =q0 and for
each 2 <_ i 5a), p;e6(pi_,,a,_,) . The co-regular language accepted by M, denoted
by L(M) is the set of all such co-strings a e .F' such that for each such a there exists
a run of M on a such that some final state is entered infinitely many times . The class
of w-regular languages is closed under all Boolean operations . For any w-regular
languages L, and L,, effectively given, it is decidable whether (1) L, is empty,
finite or infinite ; (2) L,=L 1 ; (3) L, c
L2 ;
(4) L, f1 L 2 =0 [7] .
An w-finite transducer T is a 6-tupe (Q,£, zl, (5, qo , F) where Q is the finite set of
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states, E is the input alphabet, A is the output alphabet, S is a mapping from
Qx (EU {c}) to finite subsets of Qxd *, q„ is the initial state and F is the set of
final states .
An cu-word r is an output on an input co-word a tinder w-finite transducer T if
there exists a run of Ton a which produces r . The relation defined by an w-finite
transducer is called an w-rational relation . The w-rational relations are exactly the
w-rational expressions . The family of co-regular sets is closed under CO-rational
relations .
Let x, y e E* . If there exists u e E' such that xu=y, then y is called an extension
of x, denoted by x < y or y >x . An w-word t is called the algebraic limit of an in-
finite sequence of finite words xl , x2,
.,x,,
. . . if x, <x,< . . . <x, < . . . and x1 is a
prefix of t for all i z I . An (A-word r is called an adherence of a language L if there
is an infinite sequence of words x„x2	x,,, . . . such that each x,, i? I, is a prefix
of a word in L and t is the algebraic limit of the sequence .
Alternatively, r has infinitely many prefixes such that each of these prefixes is also
a prefix of some word in L . Formally, define Prefix(y)={xel* I x is a prefix of
y} . Note that y can be both a finite or an infinite word . An w-word r is an adherence
of L iff Prefix(r) c Prefix(L) . The set of all adherences of L, denoted by ad-
herence(L), is called the adherence set of L . The adherence set of any regular
language is w-regular [6,9] . Note that the adherence set of a language L, which is
accepted by an FA M, is accepted by an w-FA M' which is obtained from M by
discarding all those states which do not have an outgoing transition and by making
every state a final state .
3. Iterative function systems
A space X together with a real-valued function d : X x X- IR, which measures the
distance between pairs of points x and y in X, is called a metric space . In this paper,
we will be concerned with metric spaces (R", Euclidean), where n? 1 and IR is the
set of real numbers . Let SCX. A point xe X is called a limit point of S if there is
a sequence {x„}„_, of points converging to x . The topological closure of S is de-
fined to be SU {limit points of S} .
A 2-dimensional affine transformation w :IR 2 -.IR 2 is defined by
w rxl _ r a„x+a12 y+b, l
L y a2ix+a22y+b2
where the a, and b ; are rational constants (for practical purposes)
[l] . Similarly, a
1-dimensional affine transformation w : IR-. IR is defined by w(x) =ax+b, where a
and b are rational constants .
A transformation f : X-* X on a metric space (X, d) is called a contractive map-
ping if there is a constant 0<_s< I such that
d(f(x),f(y))_<s . d(x, y) for all x,ycX.
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Any such number s is called a contractivity factor for f.
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space . Then K(X) denotes the space whose points
are the compact nonempty subsets of X. Let x e X, and B e K (X) . The distance from
the point x to the set B is defined to be
d(x,B)=min{d(x,y) yEB} .
Now, let Ae NIX) . The distance from the set A to the set B is defined to be
d(A,B)=max{d(x,B) I xEA} .
The Hausdorff distance between the sets A and B is defined by
h(A,B)=max{d(A,B),d(B,A)} .
It can be shown that (K(X),h(d)) is a complete metric space [1] .
A (hyperbolic) iterated function system (IFS) consists of a complete metric space
(X, d) together with a finite set of contractive mappings w,, :X-*X, with respective
contractive factors s,,, for n =1, 2, . . ., N. The notation for the IFS defined is
{X ;w,,, n=1,2, . . .,N} and its contractivity factor is s=max{s„In=1,2,_ .,N} .
We will also consider probabilistic IFS, in which a probability p,>0 is associated
with each mapping w„ such that ZNp1 =1 .
In our applications to the fractal geometry, the metric spaces are ([0, 1], Euclidean)
and ([0, 1]', Euclidean), for 1-D and 2-D images respectively, and the mappings are
affine transformations. The transformation W : FIX)
-
K(X) defined by
W(B)-
U
w„ (B)
n=1
for all B e K (X), is a contraction mapping on the complete metric space (K (X), h(d)),
where h(d) is the Hausdorff distance . Its unique fixed point, A e K (X), is called the
attractor of the IFS, and is the geometric object defined by the IFS . This geometric
object could be self-similar, and hence a fractal may be defined by an IFS [I] .
This basic mathematical characterization of a fractal to be the attractor of an IFS,
provides two algorithms to generate fractals [I] . Let {X ; w1, w2	w .N } be an IFS
with probability p; associated with w ; for i=0, 1, . . .,N.
The Deterministic Algorithm starts by choosing a compact set A0 CX. Then, one
computes successively A„=W"(A0) according to
v
A n+i =U w,(An ) for n=1,2, . . . .
The sequence {A„} converges to the attractor of the IFS in the Hausdorff metric .
Note that the probabilities assigned to the mappings play no role in the Deter-
ministic Algorithm .
The Random Iteration (or Chaos Game) Algorithm starts by choosing a point
xo cX. Then, one chooses recursively and independently,
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x„e{w,(x„-,),wz(x„-,), . .
.,wN(x,_,)} forn=1,2,3, . . .,
where the probability of the event x"=wi(x"-,) is p ; . The collection of points
{x„}„-0 converges to the attractor of the IFS .
Example. The Cantor set is a subset of the real interval [0, 1] . The IFS that defines
the Cantor set is {[0, 1] ; w t , W
2
} where w, (x)==,x and
W2(X) =3x+
; . The associated
probabilities arep,=p 2 =, . The Cantor set is obtained by starting with the interval
[0, 1], and deleting the middle third open subinterval (', i). The middle third open
subinterval of the two remaining intervals [0,=,] and [;, 1] are deleted in the next step .
The limit of this recursive process yields the set .
4. Interpretation of languages and relations as images
Let E={0, I, . . .,n-I} be an alphabet of n symbols . A word in E* can be inter-
preted as a rational number in the interval [0, I] . More precisely, a string
W _ u`1
w2 . . . w,,, represents a coordinate with "numeric value" equal to the rational
number ( . w, w2 . . . w,,,)", which is nothing but the number obtained by placing the
radix point to the left of the word and treating the number in notation with radix
n . For example, if E={0, 11, then the string w=0110 represents the binary number
(.0110) 2 , which is equal to 0 .375 in decimal notation . In a similar manner, an 0)-
word in E` can be interpreted as a real number, e.g ., the w-word (01)" over
E= {0, I } represents the binary number 0 .010101 . . . in binary notation .
Formally, we define an interpretation function 1 : E°°- [0, 1] x [0, 1] which maps
a finite or infinite string to its "numeric value" . An n-tuple of words can be inter-
preted as a point in [0, 1]", where each component word is interpreted individually
as a coordinate value, i .e ., l(x,,x2	")=(1(x1),1(x2), . . .II(x„)), where n?1 .
A compact subset of the n-dimensional Euclidean space, where n>>-1, is a for-
malization of an n-dimensional image (without texture) . Therefore, a topologically
closed w-relation
LcZ"°x . . .xE`j
rr times
can he interpreted as an image X=1(L) e_ [0, l]" .
The notion of adherence allows one to specify an image by a language of finite
words . Let L C .F* . Then the image represented by L, denoted by A(L) c [0, 1], is
given by
A(L)={I(a) I aeadherence (L)} .
In other words, A(L) =1(adherence(L)) .
To represent images in more than one dimension, we consider n-ary relations and
extend the definition of adherence from languages to relations . We need to only ex-
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tend the definition of the Prefix operation from finite words to w-words . An n-tuple
(x„x2	x„), where x,e2'* is a prefix of (y I , y2 , . .
., Y„),
where all y i are in 2:* or
all y, are in 1m , if x; is a prefix of y,, I -i-n . Also, if g
is an n-ary relation, we
will denote
L9
.(0,0, . . .,0)*
n times
by shorthand g .0* .
In this paper, we will focus on 1-D and 2-D images, and therefore, be dealing with
languages and binary relations. However, all the results hold for any arbitrary
number of dimensions .
Now we discuss how to characterize the image defined by a relation g
in terms
of topological limit points of 1(p) .
Theorem 4.1 . Let g be an n-ary relation over some alphabet 1. Then A(g .0*) is
the closure of 1(g), i .e ., A(o . 0*)=I(g) U {limit points of I(C))} .
Proof . Let x be a limit point of 1(g) . Thus, there exists a sequence x„x2,x3, . . .,
where x, e I(Q), for all i, which converges to x, such that the xi agree longer and
longer on their most significant bits as i increases . Let w i , w2 , w3 , . . . be a sequence
of tuples in g .0* such that xi =1(w i ), for all i . There exists another sequence
y i , y 2 , y 3 , . ._ in Prefix(p . 0*) such that y, e Prefix(w,), for all i, and y i
< y 2 < y3 < . . .
Let the y, converge to the w-word a e adherence(g . 0*) . Clearly, 1(a) =x . There-
fore, the set of limit points of 1(p) is a subset of A(g .0*) .
Also, for every xe I(g), there is a sequence w, wO, WOO, w000, . . .
in Prefix(g . 0*)
where w is some tuple in o such that I(w)=x. Therefore, 1(g) is a subset of A(g . 0*) .
Conversely, if (7 is an adherence of g .0*, then there exists a sequence of tuples
in Prefix(g . 0*), y„ y2, y 3 , . . . such that y j
<y2 <y3 <
and y, < a, for all i. Now,
there are two cases .
(1) { y,, y2 , y3 , . . . } = w . 0* for some w e p . In this case, I(a) = I(w0`°) _
1(w) e 1(g) .
(2)
{Y11
y 2 , y 3 , . . . } # w . 0* for all w e g . Let w, be a tuple in o . 0* such that
y,ePrefix(w,), for all i . Now, the sequence 1(wO,I(w2),1(w3), . . . is a convergent
sequence. Let x be its limit point . Since, x agrees longer and longer on its most
significant bits with y, as i increases, x=I(a) .
Therefore, A(g .0*) is a subset of the union of I(p) and the set of limit points
of I(o) . This completes the proof . IJ
The above theorem characterizes the images defined by a relation o
which satisfies
the property that if w e p then w . 0* c g . The reader should verify that if g is a
length-preserving relation such that there is no w e g such that w
. 0* C_ V, A(g) is ex-
actly the set of limit points of 1(g) .
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Example. Consider R, = I * and R
2
= 1 *0* over the binary alphabet . Therefore,
both I(R I ) and 1(R 2 ) are equal to the 1-D image
(; 1
X- ( 1 2'
i?1
1
Note that the set of limit points of X is the singleton {1} . The images defined by
R, and R
2
are A(R,)={1} and A(R2)=XU {1}, respectively .
Note that the interpretation function I may not be injective, when its domain is
restricted to some language L For example, I(Ol") and 1(10") both are equal
to the same binary number 0 .1 . In general, a number might have two different
representations . If E={0, 1, . . .,n-1}, then the left canonical representation is the
one with trailing 0's, while the right canonical representation is the one with trailing
(n-1)'s . If for every point which is in the image represented by a given language
and which has two representations, the language has both the representations then
the language is called to be in the canonical form .
Example. The Cantor set is obtained by starting with the interval [0, 1] and suc-
cessively deleting the middle third open subinterval . The nth iteration is represented
by the regular language {0+2}"E*, where X={0, 1,2} . The Cantor set C is the
limit of this recursive process . This set can be represented by languages as follows .
C=A({0+2} *)=I({0+2}"') .
Note that {0+2}°' represents the Cantor set but is not canonical because the point
x=0.333 . . . has two representations-02'° and 10W, and only the first representa-
tion is in the language .
5. Representation of images by rational expressions
A remarkable variety of images can be represented by considering rational expres-
sions (and topologically closed w-rational relations) .
We consider only a normal length-preserving form of rational expressions (ra-
tional relations), as this allows us to treat a (binary) rational relation
o
over alphabet
2' as a language over alphabet 2: XZ. 'Ibis is not an essential restriction because prac-
tically one does not specify the value of one coordinate much more precisely than
that of the other coordinate . Moreover, if there is a bounded difference in the preci-
sion of different coordinate values, then the lengths of their representations can be
made exactly equal by suffixing zeroes .
A rational relation o is called almost length-preserving if for every (x„xe)e_o,
IIx, I - Ix21 < c, where c is a fixed positive constant . Alternatively, let M be a finite
transducer . If every loop in M is exactly length-preserving, then M is called almost
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length-preserving . A rational relation is almost length-preserving if there exists an
almost length-preserving finite transducer accepting the rational relation .
A rational relation p is called (exactly) length-preserving if for each (x„x,)Eg,
Ix,I =lxc l . A length-preserving finite transducer is a Mealy machine (which pro-
duces exactly one output symbol for every input symbol) .
These definitions can be generalized to w-rational relations in a straightforward
manner, An o)-rational relation is almost length-preserving if it is accepted by an
w-finite transducer which is exactly length-preserving on all of its loops . An o)-
rational relation is (exactly) length-preserving if it is accepted by an U)-finite
transducer which is length-preserving on all of its transitions .
Now we show a normal form of our rational relations .
Theorem 5 .1 . Let p be an almost length-preserving a)-rational relation . Then, there
exists another co-rational relation b, such that rs is exactly length-preserving and
both o and S represent the same image
.
Proof. Let p be defined over alphabet E. We construct a co-finite transducer T
whose input alphabet is (EU{c })x(EU{e}) and the output alphabet is ExI .
Thus, for example, (a, e) is an input "symbol" of T. Informally, T works as follows .
In case Treads a symbol, like (a, c) or (c, b), where a, b E E, which has e in one posi-
tion, then it guesses the very first (non-a) symbol in 2 :which will be read in that posi-
tion, and produces this guessed symbol as its output . Since p is almost
length-preserving, T needs to only make a bounded number of such guesses at a
stretch, which can be stored in the finite control to be verified later . Therefore,
d=T(o) is exactly length-preserving, and A(p) =A(o). E
Since an adherence set of a regular set is an ti)-regular set, we may work only with
u)-regular sets as image representations . The following lemma states that this holds
for relations too .
Lemma 5 .2 . Let p be an almost length-preserving rational relation . Then, the
adherence set of p is a length-preserving w-rational relation .
Proof. The proof is along the similar lines as that of Theorem 5 .1 . A finite
transducer T can he constructed which converts p into a length-preserving form by
guessing the next non-c symbols and adding 0's in the end (which is again guessed),
to make the lengths of the component words of the output ordered pair exactly
equal . Since length-preserving relations can be treated like languages, the result
follows . E
Moreover, we can work with canonical representations .
Lemma 5 .3 . Let an image be represented by a length-preserving w-rational relation .
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Then, there exists an w-rational relation which is a canonical representation of the
same image .
Proof . Without loss of generality, let the alphabet be {0, 1} . Construct an a)-finite
transducer T which on an input w-word a does the following at every step :
(1) It copies the input symbol into Lhe output .
(2) It guesses that the remaining portion of the input is an infinite sequence of
0's (and therefore a is in the left canonical form), and converts it into the right
canonical form .
(3) It guesses that the remaining portion of the input is an infinite sequence of
l's (and therefore a is in Lhe right canonical form), and converts it into the left
canonical form .
Clearly, Tconverts every length-preserving w-rational relation into an equivalent
canonical length-preserving w-rational relation . C
Several results from the theory of co-regular languages can he used to show the
decidability of different questions about images .
Theorem 5.4 . The membership problem of a rational point, effectively given as an
u)- word, in a given image is decidable .
Proof. Let the given rational point be x . Now x can be represented by an w-rational
relation R, such that I(R,)={x} . Let o be the length-preserving rational relation
representing the given image . Let T be the co-finite transducer in the proof of Lem-
ma 5 .3. Then, the point x is in the image iff T(R,) c T(adherence(o)) . Since, the
inclusion problem for co-regular sets is decidable [7], the proof follows . L
Theorem 5.5 . It is decidable whether two image representations are equivalent, i.e .,
whether they represent the same image .
Proof. Let the two images he represented by length-preserving rational rela-
tions o f and o2 , and let The the w-finite transducer in the proof of Lemma 5 .3 .
Then the two images are the same, i .e., A(Q1)=A(oz) iff T(adherence(' 1 ))=
T(adherence(o1 )) . Then, decidability of the equivalence problem for w-regular sets
implies the decidability of the equivalence problem for images [7] . L
The following two theorems can be proved in a manner analogous to the above
two theorems .
Theorem 5 .6 . It is decidable whether two images, effectively given, overlap (i .e .,
have nonempty intersection) .
Theorem 5 .7 . It is decidable whether for two images, effectively given, an image is
contained in the other .
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Theorem 5.8 . Given two images A and B, effectively given, it is decidable whether
the Hausdorff distance h(A, B) between them is less than or equal to a .
Proof. We first construct an to-finite transducer g, which computes the e-neighbor-
hood of an image . More precisely, for some image C,
p(C)={x h(x,C)<_e} .
Then,
h(A,B)_e iff Bcn(A)AAcg(B) .
Since, co-regular sets are closed under cn-finite transduction and the inclusion prob-
lem for w-regular sets is decidable, it follows that it is decidable to test if
h(A, B) 5 e . El
In the above proof, the underlying metric d for the Hausdorff metric is assumed
to be d((x,,y,),(x2,y2))=max{Ix,-x2l,ly i -y2 lI and c to be a rational number .
This metric is topologically equivalent to the Euclidean metric .
6. Operations on images
One of the reasons why the representation of images by languages turns out to
be concise is that a number of operations on images can be concisely described by
language operations . First note that the Boolean operations of union, intersection
and complementation have straightforward graphical interpretation . Therefore, for
example, the parts of an image lying outside a window can be clipped by intersecting
the language representing the image with the language defining the window . Also
note that the kill approximation to any image represented by a language L is given
by (Prefix (adherence (L)) fl Zk) .1*. However note that if one is defining images as
the interpretation of arbitrary languages then the closure under Boolean operations
holds, but in our definition images are compact sets and, therefore, are not closed
under complementation .
In this section, we focus mainly on three interesting operations on images-
zooming operation, placement operation, and more complicated operations per-
formed by GSM . In Figs . 1 and 2, examples of these operations are shown .
We will illustrate these operations on 2-D images . Let R(x,y), x, yet;*, denote
the rectangular subarea (window) in [0, 1]2 which has its lower left corner at the
point 1(x, y), and which has sides of lengths 1/n'I and I/n where n= in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, i .e .,
R(x,y)= (Rb)e[0,1]X[0,1] I(x)~a<I(x)+
I
,, I(Y)-b-1(y)+
1
n,
n
It is assumed, for the purpose of this definition, that I(e)=0 . Therefore, for exam-
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A=((0,0)+(0,1)+(1,0)+(1,1))+
g=((0,1)+(1,0)}*(0,0)A
C={(0,0)+(1,1)}*(1,0)A
(e)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d
0 .5
IIILL
I
11
III
L
0 .5
L
-0.75
0 .25
(1,0)\L
(0,0)((01,11)\L)
+(0,1)((01,10)\L)
+(1,0)((10,01)\L)
+(1,1)((10,10)\L
0 .25 0 .75
Fig . l
. Examples of language operations on an image . (a) Some simple images
. (b) Image given by a
language L, and the window to be zoomed
. (c) Zooming performed by the operation (1,0)\L
. (d) Image
given by a language L, and the window to be zoomed
. (e) Zooming performed by quotient operation
along with concatenation and union
.
pre, when Z= {0, 1 },
R(1,s)=((a,b)e[0,1]2I0.5<_a<_1, 0<_b<1} .
Zooming
Suppose we are given an image being represented by a language L, and it is desired
to zoom into the window R(x, y), for some x, y e Z* . This operation is accomplished
with the quotient operation on the relation L,
L'v(",~')=(x,y)\L=((u,°)
1
(xu,yu)eL} .
.uoa,
Clearly, this operation zooms into the image enclosed in the rectangular area
R(x,y) . One disadvantage of this simple zooming is that the dimensions of the
(b)
(a)
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r
0 M
A
A = (0,1,2)
(Alphabet)
B =A•X A5
C = 1(0,0) + (0,2) + (1,1)
+ (2,0) + (2,2)) B
(0,0)A + (01,01)
Fig . 2 . Examples of language operations on an image . (a) The image represented by B is placed at five
points . The resulting image is shown above and its representation is C
. (b) Image represented by A is
placed at the point (01,01) . This is an example of general placement, in which concatenation is followed
by arithmetic addition .
zoomed window are dependent upon the lengths of the strings x and y . To perform
more advanced zooming, one may use concatenation and union operation in con-
junction with quotient operation . For example, suppose the language is over the
binary alphabet, and we want to zoom into the window W given by
W={(a,b)e [0, 1]' I0 .25sa,b<0 .75} .
This zooming is performed by the following more complicated language operation :
Lornn =
(0,0)((01, 01) \ L) U (0, 1)((01, 10) \ L) U (1, 0)((10, 01) \ L)
U (l, l)((10, 10)\L) .
The zooming operation provides one with a sufficient condition to test the "self-
similarity" of an image . Clearly, if Lioom =L for some window W, then it implies
that there is a scaled down copy of the image in the window W, and therefore the
image is self-similar .
Placement
Placement can be viewed as an operation inverse to zooming . We are given an
image and a window, and it is desired to place a scaled down copy of the image in
the window .
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Suppose the given image is represented by a relation L and the window where the
image is to be placed is R(x, y) for some x, y eB* . Then, concatenating (x, y) with
L results in the placement operation
LRt ={(x,y)} .L={(xu,y0)I (u, v)eL} .
Therefore, the simple concatenation operation provides us a mechanism to place im-
ages at various positions .
Moreover, it is possible to generate "fractal" images, by placing the copies of a
basic image at infinitely many places, i .e ., by concatenating the language L, which
is a representation of the basic image, with an infinite language L', which gives these
infinitely many places where the copies of the basic image will be placed .
For example, if L'={(0,0),(0,1),(1,0)}* then the operation L' . L creates a
Sierpinski Triangle type fractal image . Actually, the well-known Sierpinski Triangle
happens to be a special case, when L = L'.
Note that concatenating an image with a string (x, y) scales it down by a factor
which is 11(n Ix ) and 1/(n lyl), along the horizontal and vertical directions, respec-
tively . To perform more advanced placement, one may use quotient and union
operations in conjunction with the concatenation operation . For example, let W
denote the window
W={(a,b)e[0,l]2 0.25<a,b<_0 .75} .
Then, an image represented by a language L can be placed in this window by the
following language operation
Lp"la =(01,01)((0,0)\L)U(01,01)((0,1)\L)U(10,01)((1,0)\L)
U (10, 10)((l, 1)\L) .
This operation can be also performed by (0,0) . L+(01,01), where + is arithmetic
addition, i .e ., (0.25,0 .25) is added to every point of the image represented by the
relation (0,0) . L . We will shortly see that simple arithmetic operations can be per-
formed by GSM.
GSM operations
Though, simple language operations, like quotient and concatenation operations,
can be used to perform important image operations, like zooming and placement,
we need more sophisticated automata-theoretic tools to perform more complicated
operations . For example, it may be required to rotate or scale or translate an image .
In general, it will be interesting to perform an affine transformation on an image .
Moreover, for most general zooming and placement operations, in which the win-
dow is arbitrary, we need more complex mechanisms than provided by simple
language operations .
GSM mappings provide a powerful mechanism to perform more complex opera-
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tions on images . Since affine transformations have rational constants as their coeffi-
cients for practical purposes, they can be implemented by GSM mappings .
The length-preserving normal form of the rational relations allows one to employ
GSM on them . Moreover, we consider a special type of GSM, which produces an
output whose length does not differ front that of the input by more than a bounded
amount. Such almost synchronous GSM's are called simple .
Theorem 6.1 . Let r : [0, l] 2 - [0, 11' be an arbitrary affine transformation . Then r
can be implemented with a GSM M such that
T(A(P))-A(M(P)),
where pc£*x£* (and
P
is length-preserving) .
Proof. It is well known that GSM can perform simple arithmetic operations, like
addition of a fixed rational constant or multiplication with a rational constant, if
the constant can be represented by a finite word . Informally, the GSM nondeter-
ministically guesses the carry, as it has to read the input from left to right (the most
significant bit first), and verifies the correctness of the guess later . Also, rational
relations are closed under composition . An affine transformation involves only ad-
dition of a rational constant and multiplication with a rational constant, and
therefore, it can be implemented with such a composition of GSM's . Since we want
to implement a 2-D affinc transformation, we have two inputs and two outputs .
They can be, however, treated as one input and one output as we are restricting
ourselves to length-preserving relations . Therefore, we can construct a GSM which
reads the two bits, one of each input, synchronously and produces two output bits,
and implements the given affine transformation . LJ
The following result extends the result to w-languages .
Theorem 6.2 . Let r : [0, l]"--* [0, 1]" be an arbitrary affine transformation . Then r
can be implemented with an w-finite transducer M such that
T(I(P)) = i (M(P)),
where
P c £' x £"' (and p is length-preserving) .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of previous theorem . Here we
employ w-finite transducers to perform the basic arithmetic operations . The reader
may note that if an output point has two canonical representations, then the w-finite
transducer will generate both the representations, as two different (infinite) se-
quences of guesses of carries will be correct, H
In the above proof, note that the w-finite transducer that implements the given
affinc transformation is synchronous, i .e ., it reads the two input bits synchronously
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and produces two output bits synchronously . Such an w-transducer is called a
simple one .
Finally, the images represented by rational expressions have the following impor-
tant closure property :
Theorem 6.3 . The class of images represented by length-preserving rational rela-
tions is closed under union, intersection, zooming, placement and simple GSM
operations .
Note that since we are interpreting only topologically closed o)-languages as im-
ages, the closure under complementation does not hold .
7 . Texture images defined by finite generators
So far we have considered only images as compact subsets of the n-dimensional
Euclidean subspace [0, I]", n? 1, and have used rational expressions as their
representations . But in real-world images, an important characteristic of images is
their texture . An image for which texture is defined will be referred as a texture im-
age. In this section, we show how texture images can be defined by (length-
preserving) rational expressions .
From now onwards, we will call a finite automaton accepting a rational expres-
sion as a finite generator. Note that a finite generator, in each computation step,
generates a point independently of the previous points which have been generated .
This contrasts with iterative generators (introduced later in this paper), a generaliza-
tion of IFS, which compute the next point depending upon the previous points .
Thus, a finite generator nondeterministically generates a point in the image at every
computation step .
A straightforward method of defining texture is by assigning probabilities to the
transitions of the finite generator such that, for each state, outgoing transitions'
probabilities sum to unity . Such a device is nothing but a probabilistic finite
generator which generates a point with some probability .
We will illustrate the notion of texture by considering 2-D images over an
alphabet £, which are subsets of [0, 1]' . Let x, ye£" and let x =lyl=n . Define
B(r, y)={(a,b)e 10, 11 2 I(x)sa<I(x)+I(y)<b<I(v)+1/ £1"}
where I, as usual, is the interpretation function . In other words, B(x, y) is the win-
dow which has as its lower left corner the point (I(x),1(v)) and has horizontal and
vertical dimensions equal to
Let 16={B(x,y) .x,ye£*, x1 = 1y1i •
Let p(B(x, y)), where B(x, y)e is the probability of generating the tuple (x,y)
by the given finite generator . Note that p so defined is a normalized measure as
p([O,l]l)=1 [l] .
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Define measure density A : :: -* [0, w] as follows
1,(B(x, y))=p(B(x, y))/area of B(x, y)
where area of B(x,y) is 1/IXj 2n, n=lx . = lyl .
Now we are in a position to define the texture of an image, effectively given as
a probabilistic finite generator .
The texture of an image, represented by a probabilistic finite generator M, is the
measure density function A : cc [0, cc] defined by M.
An important theoretical result about the problem of testing the equivalence of
two texture images follows from the decidability of the equivalence of probabilistic
finite automata [18] . A probabilistic finite automaton is an automaton in which for
every state s and every input symbol a, the probabilities on the outgoing transitions
of the state s on input symbol a sum to unity .
Lemma 7.1. Every probabilistic finite generator can be simulated by a probabilistic
finite automaton .
Proof. Let M be a probabilistic finite generator . Construct a probabilistic finite
automaton M' from M as follows . Create a new nonaceepting stated . For each state
s and each symbol a, let p,a be the sum of the probabilities of transitions from the
state s on the symbol a (p,,,-0 if there are no transitions from state s on a) . Add
a new transition from the state s to the state d on the input symbol a, and assign
probability I -p,a to it . Clearly, M and M' arc equivalent in the following sense .
A string w is generated by M with probability p iff it is accepted by M' with prob-
ability p . -
Theorem 7.2 . It is decidable whether two texture images, effectively given as prob-
abilistic finite generators, are equivalent .
Proof. The proof follows front Lemma 7 .1 and the decidability of the equivalence
problem for probabilistic finite automata [18] .
Finally, we state the following theorem which says that nondeterminism allows
one to define a wider variety of texture images . A deterministic generator below is
C(0.25) 0(0.75)
0(0 .25) 1
1(0.3) 1(0.25)
Fig . 3 . Example of a finite generator in the proof of Theorem 7
.4 .
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a probabilistic generator whose underlying finite automaton is deterministic. In a
similar way the pumping lemma for regular sets enables us to show proper contain-
ment of regular sets in CFL, the following lemma will help us to show the proper
containment of texture images defined by deterministic generators in those defined
by nondeterministic ones .
Lemma 7.3 . Let A be a (texture) image defined by a deterministic generator . Then
there exists n?0, such that by zooming into the window R(u,u) for all possible
(u, v) el* x E*, ul = jul we get at most n distinct (texture) images . Moreover, n can
be chosen to be the number of states of the minimal deterministic generator of A .
Proof. Let M=(K,lxI,S,g 0,K) be the minimal deterministic generator of A .
Given (u, u)eI*xI'*, FuF=lug, the image obtained by zooming into the window
R(u, u) is defined by the deterministic generator obtained from M by replacing its
initial state by the one reached by (u, v) . Clearly, there are at most IKI distinct
automata obtained this way . O
Theorem 7.4 . The class of texture images defined by nondeterministic generators
is strictly greater than the one defined by deterministic generators .
Proof. In Fig . 3 an example of a probabilistic nondeterministic finite generator is
shown . The texture image defined by it obviously does not satisfy Lemma 7 .3 . Thus
it cannot be defined by any deterministic generator . El
8. Inference of generator from image
Given an image, the issue of efficiently finding the generator for the image and
having a relatively small number of states is of practical importance, because it pro-
vides a method for image compression and encoding . In this section, we address the
problem of infering a generator from a given image, which will generate the image
to some given approximation. For simplicity, we consider the case of 2-dimensional
images over the binary alphabet . The approach could be however generalized for
images defined over any alphabet and in any number of dimensions .
For 2-D images over the binary alphabet, we can encode the image in a tree data
structure called a quad tree . A quad tree is a rooted directed tree, and is constructed
by letting the root node denote the unit square [0, 1] x [0, 11 . Each node has four
children, one for each quadrant of the part of the image belonging to that node .
It is a known result in automata theory as how a finite automaton can be infered
from its infinite behavioral tree . The behavioral tree of an automaton is an infinite
tree with edges labeled with symbols of the alphabet . The basic idea is to have a
labeling of the nodes such that any two nodes with the same infinite trees rooted
at them are assigned the same state . This is formalized in the Myhill-Nerode
theorem in automata theory .
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In the case of infering the generator from a given image, the quad tree can serve
as an approximation to an infinite behavioral tree . In practice, since we are given
a finite 2" x 2" quad tree, it has to be extended to an infinite one . The basic idea
is to mark all the nodes at levels other than n as "don't care" . In this sense, the
inference method is an approximate one . The inference method works as follows .
The nodes of the extended quad tree are examined and two nodes are assigned the
same state if the subtrees rooted at these two nodes are the same . The resulting state
assignment yields a (deterministic) finite generator for the given image .
For texture images, we have to assign probabilities to the edges of the finite quad
tree . At the bottommost level of the quad tree, the leaves are assigned a value be-
tween 0 and 1, specifying the grayness of the image area belonging to the leaf . An
internal node is assigned the average of the grayness values of its children, and an
edge (11, u) is assigned the probability value given by the ratio of the grayness level
of the son it to the sum of the grayness values of all the four sons of v . This finite
quad tree is extended to an infinite one, in which all the edges below the bottommost
level of the finite tree are assigned "don't care" probabilities . The inference method
is now generalized to take into account the probabilities on the edges of the quad
tree, Therefore, two nodes are assigned the same state if the subtrees rooted at these
nodes match in terms of the probabilities assigned to the edges . This matching could
be an "approximate" one, and one may become progressively more tolerant in the
differences of the probabilities of two edges being matched as one goes down the
tree. The problem can be also stated in terms of the inference of an incompletely
specified Mealy machine, in which probabilities are the "outputs" .
Methods for efficient inference of generators of images (image compression), in
particular, for texture images is a topic of ongoing research .
9. Examples of images defined by rational relations
In this section, we present a number of examples illustrating the power of the ra-
tional expressions to represent images .
Example. Consider the following three rational expressions :
a,={(0,0)+(0, l)+(1,0)+p,1)}*,
-1 2 - 10,
D+(1,0)}*(0,0)a,,
A3={(0,0)+(l, I)}*(I,0) I, .
These expressions represent three simple images X,, Xz , and X3 , respectively, one
being the unit filled square, and the other two being filled triangles :
X,={ (a,b)e10,11 2 05a,b<_1},
1
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a)
0 .1(0 .25)
f L
(e)
1,0(0 .25) I .0(0 .25) I,1(0 .25)
Fig . 4
. Diminishing triangles . (a) Image . (b) Rational expression . (c) Probabilistic finite generator .
X2={(a,b)e[O,11' a+b<_1},
X3 ={(a,b)e [0,
112
a?b} .
Example. The Sierpinski Triangle is represented by the rational expression {(0,0)+
(0, 1)+(1,0)}* over E={0, 1} .
I = {(0,1) + (1,0)}
0={I+(0.0)+(1,1)}
(b) ]-
(0.0)1'(0,0)A-00 0 .25)
10 .1 (02 .5)
J1,0(0 25)
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Fig . 5 . A tiling pattern .
Example . The Menger Sponge is represented by the rational expression { (Ix £x 2)-
(I, I, I)}* over E={0, 1,2} .
Example . In Fig- 4, a self-similar image of diminishing triangles is shown . This im-
age too has a simple rational expression as its representation . Basically, we are
placing an infinite number of copies of the triangle at the points in the language
{(0, 1)+(l,0)}*(0,0) . The corresponding finite generator is also shown . The prob-
abilities in this generator are chosen in such a way that we obtain a uniform texture .
Example . In Fig . 5 a complex tiling pattern is shown . This image is generated by
a finite generator having around 30 states . If one makes this image more detailed
by refining it further, one can obtain a "texture" image . This example shows that
one can generate interesting texture images with finite generators in which texture
is the quality describing the "graininess" of the image .
Example . In Fig . 6, the representation of the H-tree VLSI layout by a rational ex-
pression is shown . Note that the rational expressions H and V represent the horizon-
tal line and vertical line, respectively . In the figure, we have shown the image upto
a finite depth n(=5), represented by a rational expression, which has the prefix
I"xZ", where 2={0,1} . The limiting case, when ndefines a space-filling
layout .
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Fig . 6 . 11-tree VI SI layout . (a) Image . (h) Rational expression .
Example . In Fig . 7 an image with fractal dimension D=1 .79 is shown. It is in-
teresting to note that D is exactly between the fractal dimension of the Sierpinski
Triangle (D = 1 .58) and that of the filled square (D =2) . The fractal dimension is
computed using the result in [17], according to which it is loge Idl, where A is an
eigenvalue, of maximum modulus, of the connection matrix C of the underlying
finite automaton (C,7 is the number of transitions from state i to state j) . In our ex-
ample, 2=1 , 12, which gives a dimension of 1 .79 .
10 . An application : firing arbitrary patterns
The well-known firing-squad problem (see [15]) requires the synchronization of
a finite network of automata (cells), which change states in discrete steps and as a
function of the states of immediate neighbors, and in which a cell is distinguished
as the General and others are called soldiers . The problem is to make the soldiers
and the General reach a special state, called the "firing" state, at some future time
step, simultaneously and for the first time, when at the initial time step, the General
is in some special state and the soldiers are in quiescent state (that is, only the
General is allowed to initiate the synchronization process which leads to the firing
of all the cells) .
I
={(a,0)+(0 .1)+(1,0)+(1 )}
H=
{0 ,0)+(0 0)}*
'
	
((I)
.1)+(0,0)}-
A'((01 .01)fI+(10,01)xT(DI,11)Ir
(h) +110,11)x1-(10_01)t'+00,10)V)
(a)
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7={(u,0)+(0,t)+
O=[7+(1,t))'
(h) (Dip+(IA) -
Fig . 7
. A variation of the Sierpinski Triangle, with fractal dimension
- 1 .79 . (a) Image . (b) Rational
expression .
The representation of images by finite generators can be applied to display
simultaneously an arbitrary pattern (image) given by a finite generator, on a cellular
automaton . A black and white image can be displayed by firing the "regular subset"
of cells that should display black color . A texture (or color) image defined by a finite
generator can be displayed by making every cell of the CA to output appropriate
"greyness" (or color encoding) . This is a generalization of the firing-squad prob-
lem, and has possible practical applications . For example, this technique can be used
to initiate a subroutine of a CA program at certain cells or we can obtain an anima-
tion sequence on a CA, by pipelining the patterns to be fired .
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Our implementation is independent on the size of the d-dimensional CA . We
describe it for 2-dimensional CA with 2" x2" cells . A solution for CA with m x m
cells for arbitrary in can be obtained by using the firing-squad techniques, see [15] .
It can be further generalized for rectangular rather than square shaped CA . Let us
assume that a texture image is given by a probabilistic finite generator M, the black
and white case is a special case for probability values I or 0 .
Each cell of the CA has a copy of the generator M. The lower left corner cell acts
as the General and is assumed to be initiated with all other cells being initially quies-
cent. At the initiation the General simulates one move of M from the initial state
y f1 by every possible input ((0,0),(0, 1),(1,0) and (1, 1)) and sends the results of this
simulation to the lower left corners (origins) of each subquadrant . For example, the
origin of the upper left subquadrant is informed to which state and with what prob-
ability M goes by (0, 1) . This can be achieved by sending a signal containing the in-
formation in the vertical direction at 1/3 speed, and sending another full speed signal
in the same direction . These two signals will clearly meet and stop at the desired
place, i .e ., the origin of the upper left quadrant . The cells at the origins of the four
subquadrants then iteratively act as new generals for their quadrants and simulate
the next move of the generator . The probabilities are multiplied and when all the
neighbors of new generals are also becoming generals (the given resolution is
reached after n steps) the resulting multiple of the probabilities is displayed by each
cell as its greyness (color) .
11 . Iterative generators
In this section, we briefly introduce iterative generators, which are studied in
detail in a forthcoming paper .
Let T be an co-finite transducer . Define
SQt111
Define the limit set of T as
The image generated by T is
i(Q) (where I is the usual interpretation function) . An
(t)-finite transducer defined in such a manner to generate images is called an iterative
generator . In a similar fashion, we may define iterative generators for languages of
finite strings, in which case T is a finite transducer .
Theorem 11.1 . Every IFS can be implemented by an iterative generator .
The proof follows from Theorem 6 .2
. Note that in the case when the mapping
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defined by the iterative generator is contractive, then Q ((" can be chosen to be an
arbitrary compact subset of E' .
Theorem 11 .2 . The class of images defined by iterative generators is strictly greater
than that defined by finite generators .
The above result follows from the observation that a finite generator can be im-
plemented by an iterative generator which has the same state transition diagram as
the finite generator, but with additional input symbols on the transitions which are
ignored, i .e ., for each transition, irrespective of the input the same output is
generated as is defined by the finite generator . Moreover, the containment is proper
as there exists an IFS for which there is no equivalent rational expression (sec next
section) .
12 . Incomparability of rational expressions and IFS
In this section, we illustrate that IFS and rational expressions are incomparable
in terms of their power to generate images .
Theorem 12 .1 . The class of images represented by rational expressions is not a
subset of the class of images generated by the IFS .
Proof. Consider the rational expression 0*10*+ 1 *0* over the binary alphabet . It
represents the image A C [0, I] given by
1
i?l U(l-
2 '
i? 1
Note that this set is not self-similar, and this is the intuitive reason why this set can-
not be generated by an IFS . Suppose, on the contrary, that the IFS
I = {[0, I] ; iv l , w,	w„} has A as its attractor . Then one of the transformations
w;, say wi , is of the form w, (x) = ax + b where a#0. Now wj (A) is an infinite pro-
per subset of A, and w (A) is a scaled down and possibly translated copy of A .
But, clearly no such proper subset of A exists . Hence the IFS I cannot have A as
its attractor . ::1
For the converse, consider the IFS 1[0, 1] ; w, = 1, w, =-,-x} (this example was sug-
gested by Liu and Kari, in a personal communication) . The attractor of this IFS is
{(,)' I i?0} . It is not difficult to show that this set does not satisfy Lemma 7 .3 for
any alphabet f- {0, 1, . . .,n- 11, and therefore cannot be represented by a rational
expression .
With respect to practical purposes too, IFS and rational expressions seem to be
incomparable . To illustrate this practical incomparability, see Fig- 8- In Fig . 8(a),
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig . 8 . Examples illustrating the practical incomparability of IFS and rational expressions
.
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the image of the word "chaos" using filled rectangles is shown . This image can be
easily represented by a rational expression, but can be only approximated by an IFS .
In Fig . 8(b), the image obtained by the Chaos Game Algorithm is shown . It is easy
to see that the attractor does not have completely filled rectangles . In Fig . 8(c), a
fern is shown, which can he easily generated by the IFS method as it is self-similar
[1] . However, it is not possible to represent it by a small rational expression .
13. Affine expressions : a generalization of IFS and rational expressions
Though IFS and rational expressions are capable of defining a wide variety of im-
ages, affine expressions-which are a generalization of both of these methods,
define a wider class of much more complex images . Affine expressions are
equivalent to affine automata which are studied in detail in [8] .
Let w 1 , w 2 , . . ., W
N
be N contractive affine transformations on some complete
metric space X. Let E= 11, 2, . . ., N) be the code alphabet, where symbol i,
I <_
i <_ N,
represents the affine transformation w, . The set E" is called the code space .
An affine regular set is a regular set R C_ E", and is effectively specified by an af-
fine expression, which is nothing but an ordinary regular expression over E .
To justify the following definition of the image defined by an affine expression,
we state the following lemma that easily follows from the contractivity of the map-
pings. For a detailed proof see [1] .
Lemma 13 .1 . Let w,, w2 , . . ., WN be contractive mappings defined on a complete
metric space X . Then, if w," w,,, . . . is, a sequence of these transformations then for
all xcX,
lim w,I(wi,( . . .(w,,(x)) . . .))
exists and is unique (i.e ., independent of x) .
Let a=a,a2a3 . . .eE`° . Define V : I'_.X as follows
(P(a)=lim
w
"
(w
"(
. . .(wa(x)) . . .))
J , "
where x is any point in X .
The image defined by an affine expression R is rp(adherence (R)), and is called its
attractor .
In the following two theorems, images are considered to be as compact sets .
Theorem 13 .2 . The class of images defined by rational expressions is a subset of the
one defined by affine expressions .
Proof. We will prove the theorem for 2-D images, defined by rational expressions
over the binary alphabet . Let R be a rational expression over alphabet E={0, l}
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representing a 2-D image . Consider the four contractive transformations, which
map the unit square onto one of the quadrants :
wl(x,y)=(0.5x,0.5y), w2(x,y)=(0 .5x,0.5y+0 .5),
w3(x,y)=(0.5x+0.5,0 .5y), w4(x,y)=(0.5x+0.5,0.5y+0.5) .
Let 4={1,2,3,4} be the underlying code alphabet . Consider the morphism
h :lxI -, 4, defined as
h(0,0)=1, h(0,1)=2, h(1,0)=3 and h(1,1)=4 .
Now we claim that h(R) C_ 4 * is an affine expression, which defines the same im-
age as the one defined by the rational expression R .
Let (ala, . . .a,,,hlh2 . . .b„)61*xX* . Then, we have
(E
1
a+
1'x
L
1
b
1
v/
(1)
2' 2'
i-I
2' 2"
^
where (x',y') is an arbitrary 2-D point . To see this, consider
l sisn,
which satisfy the recurrence relation
2
+,+2 a,,- y,,
+ 2 bi ),
1<_i<ti,
with (x„,„y,,,,) defined to be
Equation (1) is obtained by solving the
recurrence relation for i=1 .
Now an w-string pair (a, S) e adherence(R) iff h((7, (5) e adherencc(h(R))
. But,
from equation (1), for every 2-D point (x', y') in the real plane,
w(h(a, S)) is
llm h(a,,,h,~)(x,y)=l L 'ai,
~ b il,
1'--
i-I
2' i-I 2~
which is the interpretation of the w-string pair (a,(5) as a 2-D point . In other words,
every point which belongs to the image defined by R also belongs to the image de-
fined by h(R), and vice versa
. Therefore, both the rational expression R and the af-
fine expression h(R) define the same image . ~
Theorem 13 .3. The class of images defined by the IFS method is a subset of the one
defined by affine expressions .
Proof . Let {X ; w„ w,, . . ., w,,,} be an IFS . In [1] it is shown that
r0(1W) is the at-
tractor of the IFS, where 2;; is the underlying code alphabet . Therefore, the affine
expression E*, whose adherence is X"°, defines the same image as defined by the
given ITS . El
(a)
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Fig . 9 . Examples of images defined by affine expressions .
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Since IFS and rational expressions are incomparable as described in Section 12,
affine expressions constitute a strict generalization of both of these methods to
define images. If A t is an image represented by the rational expression
0*10*+ 1 *0* over the binary alphabet (which cannot be defined by an IFS), and A,
is an image defined by the IFS {[0, I) ; w,=1, w, =4x} (which cannot be defined by
a rational expression over any alphabet), then A, U A, is an example of an image
that can be defined by neither a rational expression nor an ITS but which can be
easily defined by an affine expression .
Examples . In Fig . 9 two examples of images defined by affine expressions are
shown . In Fig . 9(a) a fern is shown . This fern is defined by an affine expression over
code alphabet E'-{1,2,3,4}, representing the four affine transformations .
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w 1 (x, y) _ (0, 0 .16y),
we (x, y) _ (0 .85x 10.04y, -0 .04x + 0 .85y + 1.6),
w
3
(x, y) _ (-0 .15x+ 0.28y, 0 .26x + 0 .24y 1 0.44),
w4(x, y) _ (0.2x - 0.26y, 0 .23x+ 0.22y + 1 .6) .
The actual affine expression is
((1+2)*3(l+2)*4)*+ ((l+2)*4(li 2)*3)*.
The most interesting feature of this fern is that its branches are one-sided, though
the fern is in itself two-sided . Therefore, the fern is not self-similar and cannot be
generated by the IFS method . However, a fern with two-sided branches, as shown
in Fig . 8(c), can be generated by an IFS . The fern in fig . 8(c) is defined by an affine
expression B*, where I is the code alphabet defined above .
In Fig . 9(b),
a more complex image defined by an affine expression is shown . The
image consists of a tree along with its "shadow", and there is a mirror hanging from
one of the branches of the tree which contains an infinitely deep recursive image .
The image in Fig. 9(a) is actually generated by a two-state affine automaton, and
the image in Fig . 9(h) by a six-state affine automaton . Implementation of affine ex-
pressions by affine automata is described in the next section .
14. Two efficient mechanisms to implement rational and affine expressions
Rational expressions, when implemented by finite generators, are not as efficient
as Barnsley's IFS, because in the former we generate points bit by bit (however finite
generators can be efficiently implemented in parallel) . In this section, we show how
one can go about implementing rational expressions, with an efficiency comparable
with that of IFS, and which produces an image which is a very accurate approxima-
tion to the actual image represented by a given rational expression . These
mechanisms are actually used to implement affine expressions, but since rational ex-
pressions are special cases of affine expressions, we can implement rational expres-
sions too .
In [8] it is shown that affine expressions are equivalent to (1) probabilistic affine
automata (PAA), and (2) mutually recursive function systems (MRFS), in terms of
their power to generate images (as compact sets) . Here, we are interested only in
probabilistic MRFS (PMRFS), though deterministic MRFS also define the same
class of images [8] .
In practice, one works with only PAA or PMRFS because it is easier to design
them as well as to implement them . Affine expressions provide mathematically
elegant formalization of their attractors .
Now we briefly describe PAA and PMRFS :
(1) Informally, a probabilistic affine automaton
(PAA) Mis a strongly connected
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finite automaton with affine transformations as symbols on the transitions, and
having probabilities on its transitions such that outgoing probabilities for each state
sum to unity . Some states are marked as final (or display) states . The algorithm to
generate an image by a PAA is a generalization of the Chaos Game Algorithm . A
point is randomly chosen and starting in some state, a sequence of points is
generated, just like in the Chaos Game Algorithm, except for the fact that now the
finite control of the PAA determines which transformation to apply next . At each
step, one of the outgoing transitions from the current state is probabilistically
chosen, and the corresponding affine transformation is applied to the last point in
the sequence to obtain a new point . Thus, one obtains an infinite sequence of points .
The points so generated, at states marked as final, are an approximation to the at-
tractor of the PAA in the following sense : a point is in the attractor iff its every
neighborhood is visited infinitely many times with almost one probability .
(2) Informally, a probabilistic mutually recursive function system (PMRFS) M is
a strongly connected directed graph (in [8] it is shown that this requirement of strong
connectivity is not essential) . Nodes (or states) of the graph have edges (or transi-
tions) in between them which are labeled with affine transformations, and which are
assigned probabilities in such a way that for each state incoming probabilities sum
io unity . Some states are marked as final . A PMRFS M generates an image on the
basis of the following algorithm which can be considered as another generalization
of the Chaos Game Algorithm . Each state stores a point in it . Initially, each state
chooses its point randomly . Then, at each iteration step, it computes a new value
of its point by choosing probabilistically a neighboring state connected by an incom-
ing transition, and applying the corresponding affine transformation on the point
stored in its selected neighboring state . The set of points generated at the final states
are an approximation to the attractor of M, i .e ., a point is in the attractor iff its
every neighborhood is visited infinitely many times with almost one probability .
Note that an IFS can he implemented by a PAA or a PMRFS having just one
state .
Theorem 14.1 . Affine expressions, PAA and PMRFS define the same class of im-
ages (as compact sets) .
Proof. Let M be an PA accepting an affine expression R. Note that every state of
M has an outgoing transition and there is no need of specifying final states, as the
image is defined in terms of the adherence of R, which is the set of limit points of
prefixes of words in R. Construct a PMRFS M' from M as follows . Reverse the
directions of the transitions of M and make the initial state of M a final state of
M' . Now when we generate the image by running the generalized Chaos Game
Algorithm on M', initially we may generate some "stray" points, but soon the
generated points get "close" to the attractor and remain so . This follows from Lem-
ma 13.1 . Furthermore, we apply longer and longer sequences of affine transforma-
tions on the points stored in the states of M', i .e ., starting with some point stored
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in some state we possibly follow a path in the graph of M', and apply the sequence
of affine transformations labeling the path . Consider the reversal of all such finite
sequences ending in the final state of M'. Now, each of these reversed sequences is
a prefix of some w-word in adherence(R) . Since, each finite path of M' will be
(probabilistically) followed, the adherence of the reversal of these finite sequences
(or subwords over the code alphabet) is precisely the adherence of R . Therefore, for
every a e adherence(R), its longer and longer prefixes will be applied to some points
in the underlying metric space. From Lemma 13 .1, every neighborhood of rp(a) will
be visited, and applying longer and longer prefixes means visiting smaller and
smaller neighborhoods . In this sense, the points generated by M' at its final state
are an approximation to the attractor of R=L(M) .
On the other hand, if M is a PMRFS, then construct an FA M' by reversing the
directions of the transitions, creating a new initial state which has e-transitions to
every final state of M. Then, essentially by the same argument as above, we see that
aeadherence (1.(M')) iff longer and longer prefixes of a will be (probabilistically)
applied, while executing the Chaos Game Algorithm on M, which means visiting
smaller and smaller neighborhoods of V(g) .
The equivalence of PAA and PMRFS follows from a similar argument . First note
that since for every PMRFS M there exists an equivalent strongly connected PMRFS
M' (see [8]), we need to consider only strongly connected PMRFS . Let M be a PAA
(or a PMRFS) . Now, irrespective of whether M is viewed as a PAA or a PMRFS,
the set of finite sequences of affine transformations labeling the paths of M, which
are probabilistically traversed while executing the generalized Chaos Game
Algorithm on M, is the same. Therefore, in both cases, points are generated which
approximate the same attractor . L
Now, we are finally in a position to implement rational expressions by a PAA or
a PMRFS. If a rational expression is already given as a finite generator, we simply
change the labels of transitions from (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) to w 1 , w2 , w3 and
w4 , respectively, which are the affine transformations that map the unit square into
the four standard quadrants (see the proof of Theorem 13 .2). Then, we apply
Theorem 14 .1 to obtain an equivalent PAA or PMRFS . One then needs to only run
the PAA or PMRFS to efficiently obtain an approximation to the image originally
U
	ca,(0 .5)	w,(0 .5)
U U
w3 (0 .25) w3(0 .25)
Fig . 10. An example PMRFS .
x/) 4 (0 .25)
represented by the rational expression . As an example, see Fig . 10, which shows a
PMRFS M (it is not strongly connected) . The attractor of M is the image shown in
Fig . 4 .
Finally, note that the probabilities on the transitions of a PAA or a PMRFS
define the texture of its image . Points "fall" at different rates at different places
in the attractor, and this probabilistic measure can be used to quantify the notion
of texture [8] .
This additional consideration of texture favors PMRFS to PAA as a practical
mechanism for the implementation of probabilistic finite generators . When we
apply Theorem 14 .1 to convert a probabilistic finite generator into an equivalent
PMRFS, we need to only reverse the directions of transitions and we can keep the
same probabilities on the transitions . This is because on reversal outgoing transi-
tions become incoming transitions, which preserves the requirement that incoming
probabilities for each state should sum to unity . Therefore, we conclude this section
by stating the following theorem, which provides the theoretical basis for an effi-
cient implementation of rational expressions, as a mechanism to generate images,
including texture images .
Theorem 14 .2 . The class of images (both as compact sets and texture) defined by
rational expressions (specified by finite generators), is a subset of the class ofimages
defined by PMRFS .
15 . Conclusions
We investigated the power of rational expressions to represent images . An attrac-
tive point of the approach is that many important image operations like zooming,
placement, affine transformations can be described as language operations .
Another interesting aspect is that the theory of co-languages turns out to be useful
in deriving decision and other results . Affine expressions are another example of the
application of formal language theory to the design of powerful tools to generate
highly complex images, of which fractal images are only a small subset . Clearly, ra-
tional expressions and affine expressions have practical applications in representing
images and possibly other forms of data in a highly compressed and concise
notation .
Note added in proof
A slight extension of PAA, called Weighted Finite Automata, has been introduced
and studied by K . Culik I I and J . Karhumaki . An algorithm for automatic encoding
of grayscale images by WFA has been designed by K . Culik II and J . Karl. Another
algorithm for image data compression has been designed by the authors combining
WFA and wavelets .
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